Build to be carefully executed during works. Materials to be similar to those supplied for works (see section above). Suitable compaction is required. Contractor to provide full compaction specification and method statement for review. Validation testing of compaction to be conducted after works.

Top level of wall slopes to match bund, refer to elevations.

Voltex or similar approved seal to specialist’s design and specification, extending approx 150mm above ground level.

Hydrophilic strip or similar approved in kicker to be provided as part of Voltex system.

Exposed surface to be inspected by engineer as suitable to receive Voltex system.

Key continuous under bund.

Top level of wall slopes to match bund, refer to elevations.

Voltex or similar approved seal to specialist’s design and specification, extending approx 150mm above ground level.

Hydrophilic strip or similar approved in kicker to be provided as part of Voltex system.

Exposed surface to be inspected by engineer as suitable to receive Voltex system.

25mm chamfer to exposed edges.

25mm chamfer to exposed edges.

FLOATED FINISH TO TOP OF SLAB

TAPER TOP OF KEY AT 45 DEGREES INTO WALL

DO NOT SCALE
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NOTES

1. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all the relevant contract documentation.
2. All dimensions are in mm unless otherwise stated. Dimensions to be checked on site prior to construction and any discrepancies reported to the Rolton Group Engineer.
3. Only drawings that indicate CONSTRUCTION as the issue purpose should be used for construction.
4. Revision clouds are shown for assistance only, the whole drawing is to be checked for new and amended information.
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